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New Members
RMVR wishes to announce the following new
members! Welcome to each of you. We hope you will
take full advantage of your membership, all the club
activities, and the camaraderie of your fellow members.
Please help us in welcoming these fine folks.
● John Polhemus
● Mike Coleman - Bishop, TX
● Steven Coleman - New Braunfels, TX
● Mike Denman - Davis, CA
● Phillip Holcomb - Longmont, CO
● Donal Rajasingam - New Orleans, LA
● Stefan Schluter - Boerne, TX
● Amelia Phillips - New Orleans, LA
● Rich Dunn - Sandia Park, NM
● Robert Phillips - New Orleans, LA
● Rob Agnew - Evergreen, CO
● Wayne Davis - Parker, CO

Special RAKC Formula Vee
Anniversary Event
Thanks to all who participated, donated and
fundraised in this year's Veevergnugen Formula
Vee Festival!! What a wonderful event! Donations
are still trickling in, but together we raised another
~$190,000 to help fund pediatric cancer research!!
WooHoo!
Event highlights, favorite moments and a few fun
pictures are included in this newsletter.

I’ve had some problems with the New Members
Report,… if I’ve missed any one, please let me know and
I’ll welcome you in a future block. Ed.

Start planning for next year!!!

July 29-30, 2023

Board Meeting Changes
The dates for the meetings will be the 3rd Wednesday of the month. The time is now 6:30-8:30 PM. With the
COVID19 situation, the meeting will be via teleconference. Use the link below to join the meeting. The link
should be sufficient even if you do not have a Zoom account or Zoom app on your device:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88255927719?pwd=dXhHYi9PZ0pGRlF0SmFJaTJJbllCZz09

Alternately, if you do have the Zoom application, you can join the meeting from within your Zoom app using
meeting's the Meeting ID: 882 5592 7719 and Passcode: 226083
Please note meeting ID and Passcode now DOES NOT change every month and will be valid until we go
back to in person meetings!!!

Board Meetings will be typically held the 3rd Wednesday of the month, 6:30 to 8:30 PM, (New Time). The Board Meeting location is:

via teleconference

FOR MORE INFORMATION: RMVR c/o Camille Fangue, RMVR Administrator
Mailing: 3960 S Jason St. Englewood, CO 80110 phone (303) 319-3062 email- admin@rmvr.com

*
******************************************************************************************
*

Rocky Mountain Vintage Racing, Ltd.
August 17, 2022 · RMVR Board Meeting
Zoom Meeting Minutes

Call to order President Eric Schakel 6:32 PM
1. Roll call of board members:
X Eric Schakel – President
X Jon Whiteley-Treasurer
X Eric Ladner – President Elect
X Tom Ellis
X Jeff Hall – Past President
X Steve Mercer
X Bradley Zieg – Secretary
X Jean Murphy

X
X
X
X

Robin Newton
Daren Schauls
Jamie Stiehr
Branden Sumner

2. Presidents Opening Remarks
RMVR accomplished a pretty good RAKC event.
3. Approval of June 20, 2022, Meeting Minutes:
MOTION to approve Eric Schakel, 2nd Jon Whiteley PASSED - unanimously.
4. Secretary’s Report – Bradley Zieg - See Meeting Minutes approved above.
5. Treasurer’s report - Jon Whiteley - Account balance totals as of August 15, 2022,
$100,450.00 Net income YTD $18,148.51
6. Chiefs of Specialties reports
Chief Steward – Chad Wight
Chief Steward’s Report RAKC at HPR 08-03-22
The 12th Annual Race Against Kid’s Cancer provided a full weekend of entertainment both on
and off the track. Track incidents were dispatched quickly with no cancellation of races. On both
Saturday and Sunday, racing ran close to schedule and concluded within two minutes of the
planned end time. Credit the volunteers for great work from Branden and Race Control to Corner
Marshalls, Grid, Tech, and Wreckers. However, the weekend was marred by 7 contact incidents
and 57 spins/4-offs. Production groups were the safest with Big/Mid Bore committing 6 spins/4offs and no incidents and Small Bore having 7 spins/4-offs and 1 contact. Formula groups showed
an almost equal lack of control with Formula Fords having 20 spins/4-offs and 3 incidents and
Formula Vees having 22 spins/4-offs and 4 incidents. Sadly, Track Manager Glenn Conser noted
that RMVR has more incidents and spins/4-offs than any other car club that uses HPR. We must
revive the “vintage spirit” and a good reputation for safety. Saturday in the Qualifying Session for
Formula Fords, Chris Redd driving #125 Green spun in Corner 1 and rolled back into the path of
Nathan Down #96 Black/Orange. Nathan could not avoid and his left front wheel contacted Chris’
left rear wheel. Chris was unable to continue due to suspension damage. Nathan was able to
continue and received no penalty. Chris receives a 3-race probation for causing a Class #2 Metalto-Metal where one car was unable to continue. Lesson: In a spin, put both feet in to avoid
continuing car movement. Saturday afternoon in Formula Vee Race 1, James Hayward in #141
Blue went 2 or 3 wheels off outside Corner 4 and re-entered the track unexpectedly in the path of
faster moving Phillip Holcomb in #91 Blue before Corner 5. Holcomb tapped the rear of Hayward
resulting in no damage for either car. Lesson: Be aware of cars following when re-entering track.
No
penalties.

In Saturday’s Race 1 for Small Bore, seconds after the green flag, Marie Stiles’ #23 White and
Chad Wight’s #316 Blue touched as they were entering Corner 1. The incident was not reported,
but Chad and Marie self-reported to Tech and lost a few laps as crew tried to find evidence of
contact. In the paddock, Chad and Marie found that Marie’s right-front turn signal scratched
Chad’s left-rear quarter panel but did not break. Lesson: You don’t win the race in the first corner
(and if you try too hard, you may end up last!) The self-reported incident was submitted to other
race officials who were unaware of it and recommended no penalty. In Saturday’s Formula Vee
Fun Race, Lynn Fangue driving #11 Silver made a pass attempt on Jess Valentine in #161 Maroon
at Corner 8 on driver’s left. Jess left racing room for Lynn, but Lynn hit the rumble strip hard, and
he reported the steering wheel was knocked from his hands. Lynn lost control and hit Jess’ left
rear with his right front at Corner exit. Jess’ car went airborne 30 degrees and landed hard on the
right rear wheel causing damage to suspension and transaxle. Jess was unable to continue, and
Lynn trailered #11. Review of excellent in-car and track video showed that Jess left racing room
for Lynn, but Lynn was at fault for losing control and hitting Jess at corner exit. This was a Class
3 Metal-to-Metal due to structural damage to #161 that prevented it from continuing. Lynn receives
a 1-race suspension and 4-race probation. In Sunday morning’s Formula Ford Race 1, Mitchell
Dilley driving #3 Blue made light contact with Matt Ammer in #57 Orange. Matt locked his rear
brakes and Mitchell was too close to avoid and touched Matt & #39’s right rear tire with his nose.
This caused cosmetic damage to #3 and no damage to #57. Both cars continued racing and received
no penalty. Also Sunday morning in Race 3 for Formula Vee, Bill Fleming driving #58
Yellow/Black made minor contact with Lori Engel’s #36 Green/Yellow. Bill’s nose made contact
with Lori’s rear tire which caused Bill to go 4-off. Bill self-reported this incident and was able to
repair his nose and continue. No reports of contact were received. No penalty. Sunday afternoon
in Vee Race 4, Jared Hindman driving #711 yellow passed Berck Nash in #55 Blue/Yellow at
going into Corner 1. Jared spun on exit and Berck could not avoid. Contact resulted in cosmetic
damage which is a Class #1 Metal-to-Metal. Jared receives a 2-race probation. Sunday afternoon
in the Formula Ford Race 4, 3 cars were racing closely into Corner 8 with Nathan Down in #96
Black/Orange attempting an inside pass on driver’s left of Allen Letterly driving # 78 Blue. Nathan
appeared to be 75-80% alongside Allen, but then locked the brakes trying to back out when he saw
Allen turning into him. Allen actually made two moves into the apex and on the second move, his
left rear tire hit Nathan’s right front tire. Allen said he did not see Nathan on the inside. Allen’s
car suffered a flat tire and damaged wheel, Nathan’s car sustained damage to body work and
suspension. Seth Letterly, following in #211 Blue tried to avoid by going inside over the rumble
strip but hit it hard. He avoided the two other cars but damaged his car in the effort. This incident
is a Class #2+ Metal-2-Metal which resulted in damage to 3 cars. Allen receives a 3-race probation
and Nathan receives a 1-race probation. Lesson: Practice situational awareness and whenever
possible leave racing room to avoid contact. Off-track entertainment included another awesome
dinner by Meagan Sumner, a silent auction, and a great band. Hope to see you at Pueblo for a much
safer race.
Chad Wight, Chief Steward
With thanks to Branden Sumner, Assistant Chief
And Bob Darcy, Assistant Race Steward
Robin Newton brought up the confusion regarding “split starts”. Unresolved in this meeting. Brad
Zieg observed that tow truck operators at HPR did not conform to race car driver instructions.
Glenn Cosner of HPR joined the call. The race car is the last priority after worker safety and driver
safety, but it was noted that in spite of the frequent tow requirements no damage occurred due to
emergency vehicle activity.
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Chief Driving Instructor – Lynn Fangue
Concern: only three HPDE drivers are signed up for Pueblo event.
Flagging and Communication – Lisa Williams
Thanks to the Race Control team at RAKC event. Great job in my absence!
We only have 25% of volunteers needed so far for the Pueblo event. Race Chair, Robin Newton
should ask PMSP when they need to know about RMVR needing to hire their workers.
ES stated it is almost a monetary wash hiring track workers who don’t need motel rooms.
Timing and Scoring – Frank Leslie
Live timing worked flawlessly at RAKC. No new equipment is needed.
LF stated practice and qualifying sessions should be separate.
LF reminded the President, President Elect and Race Chair should craft a writeup for the first race
after lunch Sunday to send to Victory Lane. RMVR should hold race officials to this writeup. This
should be for featured events only. LF sends a copy of race results for individual races events.
Pit and Grid – Michael Drury
John Victoria stood in for Drury for RAKC. ES observed everything seemed to work well.
Tech – Marie Stiles
Starter – Patrick Fay
Social – Eric Schakel
Van and Equipment – Eric Ladner
RMVR van will be wrapped August 22,2022.
Marketing and Media –
Megan Sumner asked who will take over Facebook? ES will take this up.
Eligibility – Jim Cambon
IT – Bob Alder
Slow progress on IT stuff. Basic architecture is in place. It’s all good.
Vintage Messenger – John Mihalich
CAMA – Bob Darcey
RMVR Historian – Vacant
9. Special order discussions and upcoming events
1. Questions or discussion related to Sept. 24-25 Pueblo Lollapalooza.
RN – more cars are needed, of course. Haven’t heard from SWMS (www.smws.org). Have not heard
yet from Kirk Clifford regarding his run group. RN will send out another shout-out for cars.
ES - suggested to work with Bob Alder to get the word out.
RN – thought he might even cut prices a bit as incentives.
ES – HPDE and Mazda Miatas $50.00 additional credit or entry reduction?
JM – maybe offer single day racing Saturday or Sunday?
BS – thought this might be extended to all race weekends.
ES – there is some downside to club income if a lot of drivers come for one day only. Might look at
this with Jon and Robin Newton, working with the “What if” spreadsheet.
LF – will contact Kirk Clifford.
ES – wondered about HPDE drivers who didn’t get to run Sunday last year?
JW – break even for Pueblo is 85 cars. 4-year average is 90 cars at this event.
ES – admonished Robin to “get ‘er done”. ES and Bob Alder will assist too.
RN – Live-cast Sterling’s wedding to get some Vee drivers to join the race weekend.
2. Questions or discussion related to Oct. 22-23 La Junta OctoberFAST.
ES - reminded the BOD 65 cars are needed to break even at the La Junta race. There is no
penalty from the track for canceling the event. RMVR shouldn’t leave Allen, track manager in the
dark.
JW - reported a loss at LaJunta last year of ($1,700.00). Prior years have produced income +/$1,200.00.
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Projected loss for this year's race if we have only 50 race cars ($2,500.00); and if only 40 race cars
($4,600.00).
Lisa Williams, Volunteer Director - La Junta Holiday Inn does not have a contract yet. There are not
a lot of options for infilling for a lack of RMVR volunteers. This is concerning, as there is no way of
projecting volunteer numbers for the October race.
BS – cancel La Junta now. Even the weather is problematic there in October.
TE - RMVR always has this dance. And Hallett is having a race around this time.
Bob Alder - Too many races too close together.
JH - Agreed with BS – cancel now.
Steve Mercer Agreed with BS - too much competition.
BS - For years RMVR suffered late weather-related registrations for La Junta. – Support Hallett.
JH - The more we get our brand out there – we could attract Hallett racers to come race with RMVR.
MOTION: Eric Schakel moved to cancel October La Junta race, 2nd Jeff Hall. PASSED unanimously.
10. Unfinished business
1. Dealing with Multiple Drivers The Board determined last meeting that roll bar stickers will name
both the entrant driver and the secondary driver, as occurred at RAKC, in future events. That does
not address the need to update and maintain second driver MSR records. However, MSR has an
existing capability to record and update second driver records RMVR does not currently use.
The President asked that the Board vote to enable this functionality for the 2023 race season, and
to communicate the specifics to the Membership in the 2022 season Membership Meeting.
MOTION: Tom Ellis moved RMVR to charge $50.00 for the second driver, 2nd Branden Sumner.
PASSED unanimously.
MOTION: Branden Sumner moved:
¤ Second driver would be required to register through MSR after the primary entry (race car
registrant) has been completed in MSR (second driver can’t register first);
¤ Second driver would be asked to pay a small administrative fee ($50.00) and would also have
the option of contributing to the worker fund, and other race-related items such as dinner tickets.
2nd Jon Whiteley. PASSED unanimously.
2. Second Reading Rule change Replica cars MOTION: Steve Mercer moved it is proposed the
sixth bullet point paragraph should be amended with additions shown in red: Replica cars must
have period-similar drivetrain including engine type, ignition, and induction systems (electronic
ignition is allowed to replace points), and drive axle. Manual transmissions are required; periodcorrect 4-speeds are preferred, but modern 5- speeds with overdrive 5th gear are allowed. For
example, a replica of a Shelby Daytona Coupe or 289 Cobra may use a carbureted Ford 302 with
a ‘Top-loader’ 4-speed or Tremec TKX transmission and modern equivalent differential. In
contrast, a Weismann 5-speed ‘dog-box’ transmission, alternate Ford engines (e.g., based on
taller deck-height 351 Windsor or Cleveland blocks), electronic fuel injection and/or distributorless ignition are not acceptable technologies, 2nd Branden Sumner. PASSED unanimously.
3. Gas cards for volunteers Lisa Williams stated that the volunteers say “Yes”.
Jean Murphy offered perhaps RMVR pay a bounty for getting new volunteers.
President Schakel asked Jean to create an outline for this bounty effort.
MOTION: Brad Zieg moved to authorize up to 40 gas cards for $50.00 for volunteers for Pueblo,
2nd Tom Ellis. PASSED unanimously.
11. New Business
1. Discussion material from Branden Sumner, Steward regarding driver-created incidents on the
racecourse – sent to RMVR BOD August 15, 2022.
“RMVR competition license system
RMVR competition licenses will have 5 points per year and resets at the end of each year. If for
any reason you use all points your license
5 is revoked for the rest of the year. If your license is
revoked, you must have an instructor from your group as a driving coach for at least two races

until the driving coach and CDI sign off. If you lose your license twice you must retake driver’s
school.
1 race probation = 1 point
1 race suspension = 2 points plus 1 race suspension
2 spins in 1 weekend = 1 point
Spin or incident caused by negligence or poor car care = 1 point + points acquired by
incident
Metal to metal = 1 point + points acquired by probation and suspension
If more than 5 spins in one session by run group, the session will be black flagged to inspect track
conditions
The points and rules are all based on our current VMC rules
We are gentleman racers, and we better start acting like it!!!! I have talked with several other
drivers, and we feel this is a good way to wake people up and make people realize there are
repercussions for their aggressive driving and lack of care for the car and fellow drivers.”
BS Continued - According to HPR Track Manager RMVR has the highest number of incidents of
any race group. We need to do something for the 2023 race season. Drivers need to chill out or get
out. BS would like to get other people involved.
ES will establish a working g or “Task Group” to prepare a formal outline for discussion.
LF asked “is the Chief Steward going to keep these records?
BZ embraced the notion of exposing violators like the Chief Steward does in Vintage Messenger.
Chad Weight suggested making the points cumulative, ascending.
ES - We are talking about punitive actions. We could hand out wristbands after the drivers’
meeting.
LF – We could put a star on the driver’s helmet at the drivers’ meeting. We should do something
about driver behavior. I am concerned about push-back.
SM Road America and Laguna Seca have drivers’ meetings and stickers.
BS – Wants push-back from miscreants. We should appoint a race director for each run group.
They could take attendance at drivers’ meetings. Attend the meeting, or don’t race.
Chad Wight Our goal has been to shorten drivers’ meetings. Our safety record has deteriorated
as a result.
JH When I was President Elect, I had suggested accountability for drivers’ meeting attendance.
LF In Formula 1, if a driver is late to a drivers’ meeting it results in a $5,000.00 fine.
JM CVAR punishes drivers who miss drivers’ meeting with a “X” on the car and probation.
BS Issue a driver instructor for those on probation.
ES We are discussing an administrative nightmare.
Request from Jonathan Lane to consider RMVR Member Roster.
ES Let’s discuss a membership roster at the next BOD meeting. He will contact Bob Alder to
determine how this was done in the past.
MOTION to adjourn: Steve Mercer 8:39 PM.
Next Meeting: Wednesday, September 21, 2022
Respectively submitted Bradley Zieg, Secretary, September 5, 2022
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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CDI Corner September 2022 Edition
September 6, 2022

The RAKC event was not our best effort for driver behavior including mine. There are numerous reasons
and theories as to why this season has seen so many spins and metal to metal contacts. I will not attempt
to analysis and come up with solutions to such a big problem in this edition, but it is a discussion that is
going on.
I do want to address one specific issue that caused some major confusion. The white flag was used a lot
at RAKC due the incidents and car mechanical problems. As the CDI, I pride myself on knowing the
rules, but in researching this issue I found some information that I was not aware of.
There was a commit made in discussing the flags at the Saturday drivers’ meeting that had to be clarified
at the Sunday meeting. However, there is still some confusion based on printed documentation. Here is
what the VMC flag sheet states- White Flag- Signals that a slow moving Competitor or Emergency Vehicle
is on the course. Reduce speed and pass with care. This is from a form that is listed as Revision 3 dated
10/15/15. I don’t ever remember seeing the phased “reduce speed” before.
Many of us, including me, grow up racing SCCA. Here is the official language from the GCR- White
Flag- Caution- you are approaching a slow moving race car (e.g., with mechanical trouble), ambulance,
or other emergency vehicle on the racing surface. Take care. While this one does not a say you can pass,
it doesn’t say you can’t, and there is no verbiage about slowing down.
Since we are a member of the VMC, we must go by the VMC standards. Now, there is still the question
of how much to reduce speed. When we talk about yellow flag the term is Slow Down. If it is a standing
yellow the first time I see it, I will be more cautious, but if I have passed the corner multiple times and
have assessed that the threat is minimal, my lift will be very little. We had a car off the track at turn 5 at
PMP. That corner is normally flat out in a Vee. Both Bob Neumeister and I discussed how uncomfortable
we were with the race car and the wrecker sitting out there. We both slowed much more in that corner for
many laps in that situation.
If I catch the EV or slow moving race car on the a long straight, and there is plenty of room, my lift will
be very little. If I catch that vehicle going into Corner 4 at HPR or between 4 and 5, I might completely
lift and be ready to hit the brakes. Each situation can be totally different.
If a driver in front of me has a big lift on a straight under a white flag, how do I know if they are slowing
for the EV or he/she is having a mechanical issue themselves (running out of gas, coil wire fell off, etc)?
Is it safer to pass that car and the EV and get out to the way, or is the expectation that I and the three cars
following me all slow down as much as the car in front of the group? Under most circumstances, I would
probably choice the first.
The rule says, “reduce speed”. The question is how much. I say it depends. Just like a waving yellow
requires a bigger lift in most cases than a standing yellow. How much is enough? As much as it takes to
not become a part of the incident. Under a white flag, reduce speed enough so that you don’t hit the slowmoving vehicle.
Be Safe, Have Fun.
Lynn Fangue- CDI
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September 2022 President's Message
Endless Enigma
It’s easy to forget RMVR isn’t a business. It exists to conduct road race events for our members to race
old cars. And for the past 39 years, the club has done just that. And during each of those 39 years, there
have been volunteers, working the events and behind the scenes to make it happen.
RMVR’s record is stellar, when you think of it. The rumors of the Club’s pending demise after Steamboat
were wrong. Second Creek’s closure, another potential death knell, spawned HPR. Covid confused but
didn’t sink the season.
Today RMVR faces a new challenge, one that for-profit businesses have been experiencing: We are
struggling to fill staffing needs. Drivers’ School was stretched thin, and the Board authorized a $75
Instructor incentive. We’ve been shaving it close in 2022. At least three drivers gave up track time to work
corners to keep events going. The Board authorized a $75/half-day rebate to reimburse those paid entrants
for lost racing.
And now, the Board has cancelled RMVR’s La Junta OktoberFAST event because we were not even close
to being able to staff it with workers.
The Board is doing their job. Frankly, if RMVR was a for-profit business, the Board might have cut off
the season after RAKC. With the exception of 2019 (Covid), since 2015 the first three events of each year
have been solidly attended, and the remainder have struggled. The first three giveth, the rest taketh away.
This phenomenon isn’t confined to RMVR. High Plains and Pueblo are both trying to sign up local
workers so race groups like RMVR can fill our volunteer shortfalls. Applicants aren’t lining up in droves,
but the effort continues.
It doesn’t help that RMVR is setting new incident records at every event, just as the Board began
considering ways to reduce corner worker needs. We may need to invest in APCs instead, although I’m
very hopeful the car-nage will turn around at the Lollapalooza race.
We’re not a business. RMVR needs participation on all levels. Perhaps the day of voluntary participation
in hobbies is slipping away as we teeter toward the metaverse, but we certainly won’t give up without a
fight.
Help make the updated Lollapalooza at Pueblo a solid success by racing with us. And Officer elections
will be coming up soon. Want to help keep this going? Run for a Board position. Engine dead? Come to
Pueblo and work a corner or work tech or grid. RMVR lives off active participation.
I’ll finish with the immortal words of Red Green: Keep your stick on the ice, we’re all in this together.”
Eric Schakel
RMVR President 2022
president | rmvr | com
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Driver Sanctions Update 08-03-22
Event

Name

Incident

Penalty Remaining

Notes

PPIR 05/02/21

Mike Wolther

Class 3 M2M Car to barrier
#47 Blk/Yel FF

4 event probation

Pueblo
09/25/21

RB Wright

Class 3 M2M; SR #48

4 event probation

HPR
05-15-22

Eric Dietz

Class 2 M2M; #277 Blu

2 event probation

Pueblo
06/04/22

Stefan Schluter

Class 2 M2M; #77 MB

2 event probation

Pueblo
06/04/22

Chris Davidson

Class 4 M2M; #21

2 event probation

Pueblo
06/04/22

Allen Johnsen

Class 4 M2M; #555

1 event suspension + 6 event probation pending

HPR
08/31/22

Allen Letterly

Class 2 M2M; #78

3 event probation

HPR
08/31/22

Nathan Down

Class 2 M2M; #96

1 event probation

HPR
08/31/22

Chris Redd

Class 2 M2M; #125

3 event probation

HPR
08/31/22

Jared Hindman

Class 1 M2M; #711

2 event probation

HPR
08/31/22

Lynn Fangue

Class 3 M2M; #11

1 event suspension
+ 4 event probation

Key:

OAD= OverAggressive Driving

M2M= Metal-to-Metal

Class 1,2,3,4 = Level of severity

In lieu of penalty, drivers are invited to volunteer as Corner Marshals for one or more weekends. To be properly credited,
a driver must sign-up, show-up, & report to the race steward. For further detail on infractions, see Operations Manual,
Appendix J: p.46-49 (Updated 03/28/21)

Racing Harness Expiration Dates
An FYI to inspect your belts for the coming 2022 season. Our RMVR All Rules state:
“d. Safety harness must carry manufacturers label indicating either expiration date, or year and month of manufacture. If only an
expiration date is labeled, the harness is valid for use through the end of the racing season of the expiration year. If manufacture date
is indicated, harness is valid for use through the end of the racing season 5 years after manufacture.”
This means that if a harness has a manufactured date in January of 2020 then it is good through 2024. That is five racing
seasons (20, 21, 22, 23 and 24). So even if that harness is produced in July of 2020 it still expires at the end of the 2024 racing season.
If you purchase belts without a manufacturing date, but an expiration date before 12/31/2021, you’ll need to buy new belts even if they
are only a few years old.
Please make sure your equipment with expiration dates are all up to date so there are no surprises when getting your Annual Tech.
Respectfully,
Your Chief of Tech, Marie Stiles
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Classifieds

For Sale 1970 BMW
2002
race
car:

Everything on this car
is race ready. Dan
owned this car for 24
years and he built this
car himself. There are
only two hours on the
freshly built 2.0I engine w/300cam, very light I beams
rods, single row timing chain and gears, lightened
flywheel, knife crank. The heads have been
professionally reworked. Has 45 DCOE Webers, 3:91
locker diff., 4 speed, Big brakes, Vehicle Record Lo
book, RMVR logbook, Borrani 13 x 6 wheels, Toyo
race tires with one race on them and MUCH more. If
interested contact Jeff Hall at gussie487@gmail.com
or 863-398-9091

REspeedShop is a shop
dedicated to racers. Yes, I
specialize in rotary engine
performance, rebuilds, tunes,
track support.
I also work with racers with
set
up,
performance
upgrades, offer RMVR
special pricing on items to get your car back on track:
fuel cells, fire suits, 5 and 6 point safety belts, upgraded
suspension bits, brakes (calipers and pads), specialty
fabrication, fire systems, … etc. My plan is to beat any
Summit R pricing and keep business local. I will be at
the RMVR races to support racers, just ask. I have a
small shop in Frederick, Colorado with lifts, scales and
set up equipment. My counterpart has CAD, CNC
plasma table for fabrication of steel up to ¼-inch plate.
We are currently making adapter plates for motors i.e.
Rotary engine, LS motors and transmissions; we have a
3D scanner so getting it into CAD is easy. How can we
help you?

Each issue contains:

Please check out our website www.REspeedshop.com
and if you need more information, fill out a form,
indicate that you are RMVR and if I can help you, great,
if not I know a lot of people in road racing that can help
you find what you need.
Regards, Doug Sherwood

Vintage race reports with detailed text, race results and
award winning photos some double page. Over 110
each year.

• Reports on major concours, vintage rallies,

For Sale: Lotus 51C. Raced with RMVR and VARA
since early 90s, full logbooks. Car is in running
condition with new battery. Always maintained, will
need belts, new fuel cell, and tires to race. Ivey Engine
with 4 race weekends approximately. Comes with
Cortina engine and
original steel wheels as
well.
Some spares.
$32,000 Formula car
jack, spare gear sets,
another Ivey motor in
running condition that
needs to be freshened
up are available for sale
separately as well.
jeffpester@hotmail.com 915 204 3676

hillclimbs, shows, vintage racing schools

• Car and Driver Tech section on racecraft and prep.
• Insightful columns about road and oval racing scene
and its history

• Feature stories about vintage racers and their cars
• News about upcoming events: vintage racers,
concours, rallies, special features.

• Current month and remaining schedules for vintage
race weekends, concours, hillclimbs special events
and feature groups.
• Major auction reports with detailed info on selected
cars.
• Classified racing resources
• Race cars for sale in Car Gallery

It is all produced by racers and enthusiasts.
It is the vintage racers favorite for over 33
years.

View the issues for free at
https://www.victorylane.com/
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For Sale: HANS Sport
20M head and neck
restraint; If you’re not
already wearing a HNR,
you really should be.
Here’s a lower cost option
vs. new. Just recertified in
June 2022; includes new
helmet anchor kit. $225
for RMVR members.
Contact Jon Whiteley at jonLwhiteley@comcast.net or
303-550-9787

New RMVR Logo Wearables
News Flash!
RMVR polo, tee, and sweatshirts with the new logo
are now available for purchase through the RMVR
web site in a special collaboration with Custom Ink.
To learn more, or to place an order, go to RMVR
Apparel Now Available On Line! | Rocky Mountain
Vintage Racing .

For Sale: Uprated Formula Ford Motor. Freshened
Ivey. Alloy pan & valve cover. Complete carb to
flywheel. Call Terry Allard for details. $7500 OBO
303-816-0776

Equipment Reminder:
Please remember to check the date on your safety
belts/harnesses. It's not going to be a good race
weekend if you are told you can't run as your
harnesses have expired. FIA belts are good for five
years and SFI are good for five years. Please keep
Wine Country Motor Sports in mind for all of your
driver safety gear. We appreciate your business.

Event Tech Reminder

Bonnie FVEE 88 303-799-6606

…A reminder to all drivers that they must have
their Annual Tech on file and every race their
vehicle must be inspected by the owner / driver and
a tech inspection sheet must be filled out and
signed to give to tech at registration please and
thank you.

Time to TECH
Before you know it our first race in 2022 will be
here so make plans to have your car inspected by
one of 38 RMVR authorized TECH inspectors
listed on the RMVR web site. If you want to be an
inspector yourself, simply call Marie Stiles to
discuss the process. Those of you that are
currently authorized tech inspectors contact Marie
to order your stickers. REMEMBER, an annual
TECH is good for the entire racing season. AND
Tech inspectors will only inspect a car at the track
for out of state racers and for those in the club that
have made previous arrangements with TECH for
an at track annual inspection.

Victory Lane Magazine

Dan Davis at Victory Lane Magazine is always looking for
content (articles). They are particularly interested in stuff
about RMVR, our history, our members, our racetracks,
racecars, race shops, anything unique that others would be
interested in reading about. We could really use a good
(even mediocre) writer or two that would be interested in
putting something together. I have personally submitted a
couple of articles to Dan and been published! Just think, you
could be a big nationally published author!
Please submit articles to me Pres@rmvr.com and I’ll see
that Dan gets it.

Vintage Messenger Fine Print- Our goal is to publish the Vintage Messenger at the first of

every month. If you wish to assure that your information / announcement / ad is included in the Vintage
Messenger, it should be in the hands of the editor three days before the first of the month. Photos should
be .jpg or .tiff formats. Attached files should be in .txt or doc format. Ads run on a per issue basis. If
you wish to have your ad run in subsequent issues, you must re-submit the ad, monthly. Ads are free for
members for auto / racing related items. E-mail to messenger@rmvr.com. The Editor returns a
confirmation of E-mail submittals. If you don’t receive a confirmation E-mail, your submittal probably
did not get to the Editor.

Thanks!
Eric
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In this Issue:

• Volunteer News •
• •

RMVR Website- http://rmvr.com

2022 RMVR Schedule
September 24 & 25, 2022

Pueblo Motorsports Park

TBA

Feedback Session

TBA

Annual Banquet

Event Registration: Register online
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RMVR VOLUNTEER NEWS
By Lisa Williams

September 2022

Dear RMVR Volunteers,
It is hard to believe September is here. Whew – time has flown by. The 2022 RAKC event was a
huge success raising money for the Morgan Adams Foundation. Thank you to all who helped
make the event such a huge success. It was great meeting new friends and re-connecting with
others.
Up next is RMVR’s Lollapalooza – Return of the
Ambulance in just a few weeks. RMVR will be racing
in Pueblo on September 24-25, 2022, and I am still in
need of more volunteers. If your calendar is open and
you would like to come volunteer, please sign-up
ASAP at www.rmvr.com. Please keep in mind that the
hotel is filling up quickly.
On a special note, when the track goes cold Saturday
afternoon, a Celebration of Life will be held in honor
of our beloved Race Chair, Driver, and Volunteer –
Judd Evans. Please join us as we celebrate Judd and
his many contributions.
Looking forward to seeing everyone soon
Lisa
FLAGGING &
COMMUNICATIONS
Lisa Williams
672 S. Pine Dr.
Bailey, CO 80421
303-257-3557
marshals@rmvr.com

GRID
Michael Drury
583 S Everett Ct
Lakewood, CO 80226
303-808-4778
denvertaxman@yahoo.com
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TECH
Marie Stiles
tech@rmvr.com

Quart of Milk
Story and photos by Joanna Nash
“You gotta get that quart of milk, man!”
Everyone was packing up at the end of the Bill Miller Tribute Race at High Plains, and Nick was trying to
talk Berck into coming to the SVRA race at Indy a month later. He said Lori was thinking about going, using
Nick’s two-car trailer and her tow vehicle, and that Berck should come too, since Elliott Barron had
promised to let us have our own class for the faster RMVR Vees, or what the folks, who run using
Monoposto rules, call “FV1” cars. “The three of us could be on the podium! At Indy!” All we needed were
four cars.
So a month later we were on the 16 and a half hour drive (including stopping at the airport for leaded
fuel). Elliott Barron had rented out some track-side garages for us to pit in (you can fit a lot of Formula
Vees in one garage!). We got everything
situated and then went to our Airbnb that
Berck had managed to find, which was only a
12-minute walk to the track gate. Lori’s
husband flew in from Colorado and her sister
had driven in from Ohio. We all walked the
couple of blocks to a restaurant on Main
Street Speedway, where Lori told our
waitress, “I’m racing at Indy!” Then went to
the nearby ice cream shop, where she also
told the staff, “I’m racing at Indy!” I told the
story of how Berck had missed out on the
podium experience at COTA last year, driving
back to the Vee pits way out in the parking lot,
since he had learned from racing with RMVR
that in vintage racing there was nothing to win
except the respect of your fellow drivers. On
the other hand, it turns out SVRA awards
medals, hats, bottles of Champagne, and bags
of race car-shaped Mission tortilla chips. And
at Indy, milk bottles.
Friday was practice, so Elliott Barron led the
slow Vees out in his super shiny Pegasus, his
Nick and Berck ready to go on track
son E.O. took the faster Vees, and his other
son Hunter took the fastest cars. At home
Berck had been practicing the course on iRacing, but unfortunately, it was a different configuration than
the one being used this weekend.

I met Lori as she returned from practice and offered to help her push her car back into the garage, but she
was too busy excitedly describing the course to me. Second practice was in the afternoon. My favorite
part of the day was watching the pre-war Indy cars do parade laps.

We ended the day at a brewery/pizza restaurant on Main Street, where Lori told our waitress, “I’m racing
at Indy tomorrow!”
Saturday morning was qualifying. Berck had to fix his brakes afterward, only to discover he had a busted
brake line. Fortunately, the Barrons had a spare, and he replaced it without too much difficulty, especially
with me to help him bleed the brakes.
Afterward we went over to the museum, where one exhibit explains that the 1933 winner of the Indy 500
sipped on a quart of buttermilk that his mother had sent with him so he could rehydrate after racing.
Buttermilk is not offered as a choice for current Indy 500 winners; you have to choose among whole, 2%,
or skim, though some drivers request chocolate milk
but do not get it. Seeing the evolution of race cars,
from basically wagons, that had replaced a horse with
a motor, to the carbon fiber engineering marvels of
today, was definitely worth admission. Lori told the
ladies at the ticket counter that she was racing today,
and they said they’d look for her out the museum
window.
Nick qualified in P2 in his limey green Bandersnatch,
behind the much faster Formula Continental that
didn’t have anyone else to race with, and Berck in P3.
The author representing

The two of them decided to give the Continental plenty of room to get out in front of them at the start

Berck’s Zink and Nick’s Bandersnatch

for the afternoon race.
There was a scary moment where I watched Simon, one of the CVAR drivers, fly off the track and into a
tire barrier, which triggered a safety car. The marshals were unable to reconstruct the tire barrier in time,
and the race finished behind the safety car. The Barrons swept the podium for the FV class. The workers
on pit lane told Nick that there wasn’t a podium for FV1 and directed him to the paddock, but he drove
into the winner’s circle anyway; Berck followed him. Lori, who had managed to finish ahead of the only
other car in the “FV1” class, had gone back to the garages. I asked some spectators in the grandstands
where the podium was and then hurried over to the other side of the Pagoda. Nick saw me and told me
to go get Lori, “Quickly!”
I hurried all the way back to the garages. “Lori!” I shouted, “We’ve got to get you to the podium! Hurry!”
I found an empty golf cart with a key in it (I have the Barrons’ permission to drive any of their golf carts).
Lori’s husband Jeff sat shotgun and figured out how to put the cart into reverse for me. Lori had
disappeared; I think she was telling everyone she’d made the podium. “Lori!” I screamed, “Get your butt
in this golf cart!” Once we had loaded her up along with the rest of her entourage, I drove as fast as I could
through all of the spectators looking at all the cool cars.
Lori helped get people out of the way by shouting, “I’m going to the podium! I just raced at Indy!”
I got as close as I could on the wrong side of the Pagoda and told her to run to the other side while I parked
the golf cart. Nick got his wish of standing at the top of the podium draped in the Indy wreath. Lori stood
in the 3rd place spot wiping away tears.

Nick, Lori, and Berck
Berck was quite disappointed that they were all presented empty milk bottles. “Where’s my quart of Indy
milk?” At least the Champagne bottles were full. They also got Summit Racing gift certificates (Berck used
his to buy spare brake line).

Then it was over to the suite Elliott had rented for us, where we drank Miller Lite and watched live F1
qualifying at Montreal, though that finished in time for us to step outside to watch the pre-war cars drive
around the track again.

We caught up with Simon who was sore but otherwise OK after his crash, though it would take the Barrons
all night to fix his car in time for the Sunday morning race.

The last Formula Vee race was Sunday morning.

Gridded up for the last race

Hunter Barron had a brake failure and went straight off the track. Nick managed to get in front of Elliott
in the Pegasus, which was heavily smoking the last lap. Berck finished 2nd and Lori 3rd again in the “FV1”
class, and E.O. got 2nd behind Elliott. Lori managed to get herself and her car to the podium without help
and wiped away tears again.

1, 2, and 3, all RMVR drivers
Elliott put Nick, who was grinning ear to ear, in a headlock with the two of them wrapped inside the Indy
laurel wreath atop the number 1 pedestal.

Nick and Elliott

Nick invited Tip up to the podium, the man who originally built the Bandersnatch in the ’60s and had come
out from Florida to watch it race.

I gave Elliott a hug and thanked him for his hospitality. Then it was time to load the car back onto the
trailer and everything else into the truck, including the two empty milk bottles and one full bottle of
champagne and get a head start on the 16 plus hour drive back home.

Nick and Tip, the builder of the Bandersnatch, along with a full bottle of Champagne, and an empty milk
bottle

